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April’s unrehearsed play reading of “Wind in the Willows” @ The Lifeboat   

What a pleasure it was to read this very entertaining piece of literary history.  I think all enjoyed the variety of 
characters, every one of whom evoked memories of some person we've met somewhere along the way.  A real 
commentary on life. 

Firstly, thank you Sue, not only for your wonderful organisation of us all with millions of pink post-it notes and 
directions from the end of, what needed to be, a very long table, but also for picking this wonderful play in the first 
place. 

We had endless scope for brushing up on our regional accents but the best had to be from Will as the lugubrious 
horse „Albert from Wolverhampton‟ and then as a completely perfect Ratty - always the gentleman and running a tight 
ship 'What-ho'.  Sue Lennox was just wonderful as a soft and gentle Mole, John a suitably dastardly 'east-end' Chief 
Weasel and then of course there was Barry as a perpetually stupid and bombastic Toad.  I think everyone enjoyed it 
very much.   

What's next?     By Alex Cooper 

Advance notice that the AGM will be on  5th July.  So it’s time to start thinking about what committee and coordinator you want.  
While most of the committee will probably offer themselves for  election, a new coordinator will definitely be needed. Having com-
pleted a 3-year stint Barry & Barbara feel it’s time for someone else to take on the role and won’t be standing for election.   

The big news is we now have a confirmed 2-year production 

program!!!!! 

Yes, we are in the happy position of having our productions agreed for 2011 and 2012 . 

They are  

2011 

June: Oleanna by David Mamet directed by John Marwick (see p 3) 

Sept:  The Importance of Being Earnest  by Oscar Wilde directed by Barry Mawer 

(see p 3) 

2012  

Feb:  Comedy of Errors by Shakespeare directed by Florence MacFarlane 

Winter:  “John Gabriel Borkman” by Henrik Ibsen directed by Manny Garcia 

Spring “Communicating Doors” by Alan Aykbourne directed by John Marwick. 

Next @ The Lifeboat playreading is on Monday 30th May. Play  is Tom 

Stoppard’s “Travesties” (subject to getting scripts in time!) .  



For me theatre is about collaboration, potential, discovery and 

improvisation.  We began our journey towards realising one of 

Shakespeare's most delightful and witty works with an 

emphasis on the poetry and music of language. Whether 

singing together to commence rehearsals or allowing Much 

Ado's music to sing out into the night in performance, what 

most delighted me personally was to watch the creative 

growth  of individual actors and actresses and of the troupe as 

a whole.  It was a privilege to be part of such an exciting, 

generous and supportive group of people. Bravo to the BCTT -

- and thanks to all for tolerating my 'unnerving' directorial 

approach of catalysis and organicity.  Clarity, Conviction, 

Colour and taking Chances.... what more can one ask for? 

(Live dangerously??—Ed) 

Much Ado About Nothing—Manny  considers  

the achievement. 

BCTT donated the ticket 

receipts  of $1300, for the last 

night’s fu
ll house to the  

Christchurch Earthquake 

appeal., plus a further $30 

donated on the night 



For what’s on & theatre updates check out NZTF Website  - www.theatrenewzealand.co.nz 

Anne Manchester, John Marwick and 

Peter Baldock  were spotted bringing 

alive Colin Webster-Watson’s ―Natural 

Zoo‖ poems at a Rona Gallery launch of 

a collection of his poems and word plays 

which was edited by his niece  Anne 

Manchester and Mary McCallum; the 

culmination of 2 years work. Ex-member 

Colin  loved to perform his poems at 

social gatherings and his own sculpture 

exhibitions.  Anne, John and Peter 

carrying on that great tradition. 

People News  

Oleanna by David Mamet 

17 years ago I saw Downstage’s production of Oleanna (with Stuart Devenie and Carol Smith) and it has stuck in my 

mind ever since. Then 18 months ago when visiting London, my son Tom and I had an hour to spend in Charing 

Cross Road and Foyle's bookstore beckoned; their extensive drama had a good annotated version of the script and 

that re-ignited my plans. 

So, this year I proposed to the committee that a production of the two-person Oleanna would be good fit for the 

Troupe’s mid-year play with larger productions before and afterwards. I’m really pleased the offer was accepted 

and, now that rehearsals are underway I’m confident that this is going to be a special production. 

Auditions were difficult with strong contenders for both roles. In the end I have cast Damian Reid and Sarah-Rose 

Burke. Both actors are well-known Troupees. Damian first appeared as Banquo in the Scottish play, played a rabid 

socialist in Ten Times Table, and the Duke in Measure for Measure. Sarah-Rose has been in four Troupe 

productions including Much Ado about Nothing, One Flesh, and The Taming of the Shrew.  

I will write more about the play in the next Troupedour. I don’t expect our production will have quite the same 

impact as the first US shows where fights broke out among the audience – but I think this play definitely still has 

the power to move, shock and divide audiences. Be ready. 

John Marwick 

The Importance of Being Earnest, A Trivial Comedy for Serious People  

This was such fun when we read it @ The Lifeboat, I thought we and our 

audiences would really enjoy a production. The language of the play is priceless 

and really demands to be done in period; it wouldn’t be believable in any other 

age. So we’ll set it in Victorian times, period costumes and all (much to Carol’s 

delight!).  

I plan to cast the play via a ―read though‖ on Sunday July 10th for those 

wanting a part.  All the roles are ―character‖ roles, 2 young men about town (18

-30), 2 debutantes (17-25), 1 dragon mother (50+), a worthy dull priest (40ish), 

a governess 40-50), a valet and a gardener.  All have great lines.  Wilde is 

famous for his dialogue and use of language. The play is packed full of 

witticisms and aphorisms with a life of their own. So there will be the 

challenge of finding the little things that make a difference, and to make it 

“ours”. 

With the Rugby World Cup on in spring, we’ll be fitting the performances in the 

last week of September and 1st of October.  Barry Mawer 

Performances:  

June 23,24,25 & 30, 1,2 July  

Not sure what Peter is 

doing, warming his hands?? 

John: ―Salute to the Great 

Possum Hunters of 

Eastbourne‖ 

Anne: ―The Reticulated 

Giraffe” 

―Travesties” by Tom Stoppard is 

our next @ The Lifeboat , 7:30 

pm on Monday 30th May. 

Laurie Ward has chosen this for our 

next reading, and a good choice too. 

 If you ever wanted to play Lenin, 

James Joyce or are into “Dada”, this 

is for you! They are involved as a 

minor British consular  official in Zu-

rich  reminisces during WW1 on a 

production of Importance of Being 

Earnest he was part of.   

Of course being Stoppard it’s clever 

and funny.  

As usual parts will be scattered 

around the attendees  regardless of 

gender or age. The aim is for a fun 

evening.   

 


